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The Problem 

 Traditional spelling correction 

 Looks for word forms which are not valid 

 This is often insufficient 

 himinn ‘sky’ (nom.) vs. himin (acc.) 

 farinn ‘gone’ (masc.) vs. farin (fem.) 

 Context sensitive spelling correction 

 Looks for word forms which are valid in 

isolation but not in a given context 
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Goals of the project 

 A case study of Icelandic, a language with rich 

and often ambiguous morphology 

 Ability to correct some types of errors with 

accuracy useful for word processing 

 Provide an integration with a real world word 

processing system (results should not only be a 

table which says: 87.2% success) 

 Make it easy for others to extend functionality 
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Methods 

 This is a work in progress but we have 

tried two different approaches 

 A machine learning approach where 

classifiers are trained on corpora and used 

to disambiguate confusion sets (pair of 

shoes vs. pear of shoes) 

 Experiments with adding features and 

normalization to counter data sparseness 

 A rule-based approach with hand written 

rules that cover some common mistakes 
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Confusion Sets 
 Confusion sets are an important part of 

how problem is formulated (pair/pear) 

 They map the problem to a general 

classification problem 

 Choose between alternatives and assume 

one of them is correct 

 Selected carefully to keep the user happy 

 Since accuracy is limited we need to 

choose confusion sets where spelling 

mistakes are probable 
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The Icelandic Data 

 The standard tagset for Icelandic 

 About 700 POS-tags 

 Combinations of case, gender, number, 

definiteness, tense, mood, … 

 The information is encoded in the 

morphology using suffixes 

 Various kinds of ambiguities 

 Different contrasts/ambiguities depending on 

inflection class 
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Machine Learning Approach 

 The context of a confusion word is tagged 

using IceTagger (Loftsson 2008) and 

lemmatized using Lemmald (Ingason et 

al. 2008) 

 Features extracted from this information 

for every confusion word in the text 

 Features used to train general purpose 

classifiers 

 Naïve Bayes, Winnow 
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Three types of features 

 Our current approach is to combine three 

different types of features (work in progress) 

 Context Words: Word forms occuring at a 

distance ≤5 from the confusion word 

 Context Lemmas: Lemmas (base forms of 

words) occuring at a distance of ≤5 from the 

confusion word 

 Collocations with words and tags combined 

(all such possible tri-grams including the 

confusion word) 
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An example sentence 

 

 The confusion word here is sýna 'show' (vs. sína 'his') 

 A typical Icelandic spelling mistake if sína is used 

– No phonetic distinction between 'í' and 'ý' in Modern Icelandic 
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Collocation Extractor 

 All possible tri-grams including confusion 

word, mixing word forms and tags 
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Rule-Based Approach 

 When one of the two members of a confusion set 

occurs in a regular and well defined context a 

simple rule (or set of rules) can give high accuracy 

 Some very common mistakes in Icelandic (as well 

as in other languages) fall into this category 

 The two approaches can complement each other 

when trying to achieve practical results 

 An open standardized framework is essential for 

rule based correction to allow non-programmers to 

contribute to the development 
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Real World Integration 

 Work has started on integrating our solution with 

LanguageTool (LT), an open source proofreading API and 

an extension for OpenOffice.org (Naber 2003) 

 LT Java rules allow linking with machine learning methods 

 LT XML rules allow us to manually write rules for common 

mistakes 

 Initial support for Icelandic context sensitive spelling 

correction in regular word processing is ready 

 Thanks to LT team for assistance 

 Since this is an open framework other projects can 

contribute rules (Java or XML) to extend functionality 
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Screenshot from OO 
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